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KEEP ON TRUCKIN’ WITH AMSOIL.
Diesel fuel quality varies. Bad fuel fouls injectors, accelerates injector pump wear, makes for rough
RUNNING IMPEDESSTARTINGANDCAUSESCOLD TEMPERATURESTALLING9OUCANTBECERTAINOFTHEQUALITYYOUREGETTINGATTHEPUMP7ITH!-3/),DIESELFUELADDITIVES HOWEVER YOUCANBECERTAINTHAT
the fuel in your tank is the best it can be.
AMSOIL Diesel Concentrate compensates for the quality variances
of different fuels (including biodiesELS ANDTHEDElCIENCIESOFTODAYS
ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel for
better engine operation.
AMSOIL Cetane Boost raises
cetane three to seven units, helping
engines start dependably and run
smoothly and powerfully – just the way
diesels should run.

AMSOIL Cold Flow Improver
functions by modifying wax crystal
formation at low temperatures to
depress the pour point and improve
COLD mOWlLTRATIONPROPERTIES
Diesel Concentrate Plus Cold
Flow Improver improves the perforMANCE FUELEFlCIENCYANDLONGEVITY
of diesel engines while reducing deposits, black smoke and emissions.

AMSOIL Diesel Recovery quickly liquelESGELLEDDIESELFUEL THAWSFROZENFUEL
lLTERSANDREDUCESTHENEEDFORANEWlLTER

Online Store: www.amsoil.com
Telephone: 1-800-777-7094
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0RIORTOTHEDEVELOPMENTOFOUR8,
LINEOFMOTOROILSINTHEREWAS
considerable in-house discussion
ANDDEBATE)NTRODUCINGAFAMILYOF
MOTOROILSWITHA  MILEOILDRAIN
RECOMMENDATIONDEVIATEDSIGNIlCANTLY
FROMOURLONG STANDING  MILEOIL
DRAINPOSITION/URPRIMARYCONCERN
centered on the perception among our
$EALERS7OULDTHISMOVEBEVIEWED
as a downgrade in quality and would
it signify an entirely new approach by
!-3/),INFORMULATINGMOTOROILS4HE
ANSWER OFCOURSE WASNO!LTHOUGH
OUR8,OILSWERENOTFORMULATEDWITH
the same uncompromised extendedDRAINCAPABILITIESOFOUR  MILE
oils, they were still formidable oils and
offered performance well beyond the
performance offered by conventional
oils.
!SITTURNEDOUT OUR$EALERS
EMBRACEDOUR8,OILS4HEY
RECOGNIZEDTHEMFORWHATTHEYWERE
That is, an opportunity to increase
SALES4HE8,OILSPENETRATEDMARKETS
THATOUR  MILEOILSCOULDNOT
penetrate. They opened doors in the
installer market, and they appealed
to people who were not yet ready to
invest in our top-tier oils.

%UROPEAN!UTOMOBILE-ANUFACTURERS
!SSOCIATION4HEDEMANDSOFVIRTUALLY
EVERY%UROPEANAPPLICATIONARE
SATISlED4HESEPRODUCTSAREIDEAL
for the installer market. They are
clearly labeled with the appropriate
SPECIlCATIONSANDREMOVEALLGUESSWORK
in the recommendation process.
)NSTALLERSCANBECONlDENTTHEYARE
providing their customers with the
correct products.

released recently which demonstrated
THAT!-3/),LUBESPROVIDEDA
percent increase in fuel economy
in on-highway service (Diesel Fleet
Fuel Economy Study), we have now
released a study revealing that our
PRODUCTSPROVIDEDAPERCENTFUEL
economy increase in stop-and-go city
DRIVING4HATREPRESENTSSIGNIlCANT
savings. You can see the details on
PAGEOFTHISISSUE

!NDWHILETHEGOALISTOCREATEASMANY
opportunities for sales as possible,
DONTBEMISTAKEN/URSIGHTSARE
ALWAYSlXEDlRMLYONQUALITY!-3/),
has established itself as the leader
in synthetic lubrication, and that will
always set us apart. Those closest to
THEINDUSTRYCANATTESTTOTHAT%VERY
SUPPLIERTHATWORKSWITH!-3/),
KNOWSlRSTHANDTHAT!-3/),WILLNEVER
COMPROMISEONPERFORMANCE7EDONT
settle for the run-of-the-mill chemistries
THATlLLTHEMARKETPLACE!-3/),
means quality.

These studies, along with all of
the others we have done, deliver
CONCLUSIVEPROOFTHAT!-3/),
lubricants provide real, meaningful
VALUETOCONSUMERS!T!-3/), WE
DONTJUSTTALKTHETALK7EREMAIN
committed to arming Dealers with both
outstanding products and concrete
proof of performance. No company
does it better.

4HEINTRODUCTIONOFOUR/%OILS
FOLLOWEDTHATSAMEPHILOSOPHY'IVE
consumers what they want, and give
our Dealers more sales opportunities.
%NABLE!-3/),$EALERSTOMAKEMORE
MONEY4HATSWHATITSALLABOUT"OTH
OUR8,AND/%LINESHELPlGHTTHE
battles that our Dealers have fought
FORYEARS7ITHTHESEOILSTHEREISNO
MOREPUSH BACKON!0)CERTIlCATION 
extended drain intervals or upfront
COST#ONSUMERSGAINSATISFACTION
FROMUSINGTHE!-3/),BRAND AND
Dealers gain satisfaction from larger
commission checks.

/PPORTUNITYDOESNTSTOPWITH
PRODUCTS!SYOUWILLREADINTHISISSUE 
we back up our products with technical
SUPPORT7EMAKEEVERYATTEMPTTOARM
our Dealers with tools that validate our
product performance. The extensive
TESTINGWECONDUCTEDON!-3/),
).4%2#%04/2® 3TROKE/ILIS
documented in our technical paper,
A Study of INTERCEPTOR Synthetic
2-Stroke Oil for Ski-Doo® Rotax®
E-TEC® Engines. This piece
is the most comprehensive
STUDY)HAVESEENONTWO
STROKEOIL)CANTENVISION
the snowmobile owner
WHOWONTCONSIDER
USING!-3/),
).4%2#%04/2AFTER
reading this detailed
document.

4HE%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULAOILS
featured in this issue extend the
sales opportunities even further.
These oils address the complicated
requirements established by the

%XTENSIVETESTINGWAS
also documented in the
diesel market, where
fuel economy is critical.
/NTHEHEELSOFASTUDY
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YOUR ANSWER TO MISLEADING OEM PRACTICES
/RIGINALEQUIPMENTMANUFACTURERS
/%-S OFTENSUGGESTINOWNERS
manuals, advertisements or through
dealership personnel that motorists
ANDENTHUSIASTSMUSTUSETHE/%branded oil to comply with the new
vehicle or equipment warranty.
3OME/%-SINCLUDEWARNINGSOF
catastrophic engine failure should
ANON /%-OILBEUSED4HESE
tactics are especially pervasive in
the powersports market and are
calculated to create uncertainty and
fear in the consuming public to the
point that many consumers feel they
are at risk when using anything but
/%- BRANDEDLUBRICANTS'ENERALLY 
the public is unaware that it is illegal
for a vehicle manufacturer to tie the
warranty of its product to the use of
THEMANUFACTURERSOWNLUBRICANT

&EDERALLAWSEEKSTO
ensure competition within
the marketplace, and
THATSPECIlCALLYINCLUDES
guaranteeing continuing
warranty coverage outside
THEUSEOF/%- BRANDED
LUBRICANTS)NSHORT YOUHAVE
the right to use the oil of
your choice.
If the lubricant did not cause
the problem, the OEM warranty
cannot be voided, period.
4HE7ARRANTY3ECURESYMBOLIS
designed to reassure consumers
THATSIMPLYUSING!-3/),
synthetic lubricants in place
OF/%- BRANDEDLUBRICANTS 
or practicing extended drain
INTERVALSWHENUSING!-3/),

lubricants, does not void new
vehicle or equipment manufacturer
warranties.
&ORTHESTRAIGHT
STORYON!-3/),
warranties, contact
!-3/),4ECHNICAL
Services or visit
www.amsoil.com/
warranty.

NEW 5W-40 FULL-SAPS SYNTHETIC
MOTOR OIL COMPLETES EUROPEAN
CAR FORMULA LINEUP
!-3/),.OW/FFERS,OW -ID AND&ULL 3!03%UROPEAN-OTOR/ILS
SAPS Content

AMSOIL European Car Formula Lineup

3ULFATEDASH PHOSPHORUSANDSULFUR3!03 COMPRISEASIGNIlCANTPORTIONOFAMOTOROILSADDITIVECONTENT3ULFATEDASH
works to improve antioxidancy, anti-wear properties, total base
number (TBN), corrosion resistance, engine cleanliness and
soot-handling ability; phosphorus provides further antioxidancy
and sulfur contributes antioxidancy, anti-wear properties and
engine cleanliness.

7ITH!-3/),%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA7 3YNTHETIC-OTOR
/IL!&, MEETINGMID 3!03REQUIREMENTSAND%UROPEAN#AR
&ORMULA7 3YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL!%, MEETINGLOW 3!03
REQUIREMENTS NEW%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA7 &ULL 3!03
3YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL%&- COMPLETESTHE%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA
LINEUP7 CONTINUESTOBETHEMOSTCOMMONLYRECOMMENDEDVISCOSITYFOR%UROPEANVEHICLES )TSROBUSTFULL 3!03
formulation provides excellent protection and performance in a
wide range of vehicles.

0RIORTO THEREWERENOLOWERLIMITSONANOILS3!03CONTENT!LOW 3!03OILCOULDBEUSEDINAMID 3!03APPLICATION 
WHILEAMID 3!03OILCOULDCLAIMFULL 3!03SPECSBUTNOTTHE
OTHERWAYAROUND (OWEVER BECAUSETHEVEHICLEEMISSIONS
SYSTEMSANDEXHAUSTTREATMENTDEVICESOFSOME%UROPEAN
VEHICLESARESENSITIVETOTHE3!03CONTENTOFOIL THE%UROPEAN
!UTOMOBILE-ANUFACTURERS!SSOCIATION!#%! ANDORIGINAL
EQUIPMENTMANUFACTURERS/%-S HAVEREALIZEDTHEIMPORTANCE
OFUSINGMOTOROILFORMULATEDWITHAPRECISE3!03LEVEL AND
LOWERLIMITSWEREESTABLISHEDIN)NADDITIONTOTHESPECIlCATIONSESTABLISHEDBYTHE!#%! MOST%UROPEAN/%-SHAVE
ALSODEVELOPEDTHEIROWNSPECIlCATIONS4OENSUREPROPERENgine protection and optimal emissions system performance and
life, it is important to use an oil that meets the recommended
SPECIlCATIONLISTEDINTHEVEHICLESOWNERSMANUAL

!LLTHREE%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULABOTTLESNOWFEATUREANUPDATED
ANDCONSISTENTLOOK WITHTHE3!03LEVELCLEARLYSHOWNONTHE
labels to help customers select the proper oil for their vehicles.
0RICINGFOR%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA7 ,OW 3!03AND7
-ID 3!033YNTHETIC-OTOR/ILREMAINSUNCHANGED"ECAUSE
%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA7 &ULL 3!033YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL
costs less to formulate, its price is lower.
!-3/),%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA3YNTHETIC-OTOR/ILISSPECIALLY
formulated to provide outstanding protection and performance
FOR%UROPEANGASOLINEANDDIESELCARSANDLIGHTTRUCKS"LENDED
WITHADVANCED!-3/),SYNTHETICBASESTOCKS PREMIUMADDITIVESANDBROADVISCOSITYRATINGS %UROPEAN#AR&ORMULAALLOWS
motorists to take advantage of the maximum extended drain
INTERVALSRECOMMENDEDBY%UROPEANAUTOMAKERS

AMSOIL European Car Formula 5W-40 Full-SAPS Synthetic Motor Oil
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s/UTSTANDING!LL 3EASON0ERFORMANCE
s%NGINEEREDFOR-AXIMUM&UEL%CONOMY
s%NHANCED4URBOCHARGER0ROTECTION
s,OW -ID AND&ULL 3!03&ORMULATIONS
LOW-SAPS

MID-SAPS

FULL-SAPS

AMSOIL European Car Formula 5W-30
Low-SAPS Synthetic Motor Oil (AEL)
ISRECOMMENDEDFOR%UROPEANGASOLINE
or diesel vehicles requiring any of the
FOLLOWINGPERFORMANCESPECIlCATIONS

AMSOIL European Car Formula 5W-40
Mid-SAPS Synthetic Motor Oil (AFL)
ISRECOMMENDEDFOR%UROPEANGASOLINE
or diesel vehicles requiring any of the
FOLLOWINGPERFORMANCESPECIlCATIONS

AMSOIL European Car Formula 5W-40
Full-SAPS Synthetic Motor Oil (EFM)
ISRECOMMENDEDFOR%UROPEANGASOLINE
or diesel vehicles requiring any of the
FOLLOWINGPERFORMANCESPECIlCATIONS

s"-7,, s-ERCEDES "ENZ
s0ORSCHE#s67

s!#%!#s!0)3.3-xs"-7,, 
s'-DEXOS½s-ERCEDES "ENZ
s0ORSCHE!s67

s!#%!!" !"s!0)3.3-x
s"-7,, s-ERCEDES "ENZ
s0ORSCHE!s2ENAULT
s67

AMSOIL ADDS AN SAE 60 TO
THE DOMINATOR® SYNTHETIC
RACING OIL FAMILY
!-3/),$/-).!4/23!%3YNTHETIC2ACING/IL2$ ISENGINEEREDWITHADVANCEDSYNTHETIC
technology to better withstand the elevated rpm, high temperatures and shock-loading common to racing
ANDHIGH PERFORMANCEAPPLICATIONS)TSROBUSTFORMULATIONISDESIGNEDTOPROVIDEMAXIMUMHORSEPOWER
WITHOUTSACRIlCINGENGINEPROTECTION7ITHTHISADDITIONTOTHE$/-).!4/2LINE 3!%3UPER(EAVY
7EIGHT3YNTHETIC2ACING/IL!(2 ISDISCONTINUEDANDAVAILABLEWHILESUPPLIESLAST

Anti-Wear Formulation
2ACINGANDHIGH PERFORMANCEENGINES
ARETYPICALLYMODIlEDTODELIVERMAXIMUM
horsepower and speed. Their powerful
designs create shearing forces that can
cause lesser oils to lose viscosity, leaving
bearings, pistons and other components
VULNERABLETOWEARANDFAILURE$/-).!4/2
3!%3YNTHETIC2ACING/ILSDURABLE
formulation resists viscosity loss due to
mechanical shear to maintain a strong
PROTECTIVEOILlLM)TISHEAVILYFORTIlEDWITH
ZINCANDPHOSPHORUSANTI WEARADDITIVESTO
PROVIDEADDITIONALPROTECTIONAGAINSTSCUFlNG
and wear in severe racing conditions.

Maximum Horsepower
The excessive friction and heat of racing
robs engines of power and longevity.
$/-).!4/2ISFORMULATEDWITHAPROPRIETARY
FRICTIONMODIlERFORMAXIMUMHORSEPOWER
and cooler engine temperatures, promoting
improved lap times and longer-lasting
components.

Protection from Startup to the
Checkered Flag
$/-).!4/2PROVIDESMAXIMUMPROTECTION
INTEMPERATUREEXTREMES)TSLOWPOURPOINT
offers excellent cold-start protection and
provides less drag when the oil has not
REACHEDSTABLEOPERATINGTEMPERATURES!T
elevated operating temperatures, it maintains
SUPERIORlLMSTRENGTH$/-).!4/22ACING

/ILSTHERMALLYSTABLESYNTHETICCHEMISTRY
YSTABLESYNTHETICCHEMISTRY
resists the effects
fects of intense heat common to
racing engines
es to provide reliable protection
for the duration
on of the race.

Commercially
ally Available
-ANYOILCOMPANIESPRODUCESPECIALTY
MPANIESPRODUCESPECIALTY
racing oils forr elite groups and do not offer
them to the general public. Several popular
oil manufacturers,
urers, for example, produce
RACINGOILSOFFEREDONLYTO.!3#!2RACERS
FEREDONLYTO.!3#!2RACERS
!LL!-3/),SYNTHETICMOTOROILSAREALREADY
SYNTHETICMOTOROILSAREALREADY
formulated to
o a higher level of performance
THANCOMPETITORSOILS
ITORSOILS AND!-3/),
$/-).!4/23YNTHETIC2ACING/ILIS
23YNTHETIC2ACING/ILIS
NOEXCEPTION)TPROVIDESMAXIMUM
)TPROVIDESMAXIMUM
performance and superior
protection to all racers, regardless
of their level of competition. The
SAME!-3/),$/-).!4/2
),$/-).!4/2
3YNTHETIC2ACING/ILTHATISUSEDIN
CING/ILTHATISUSEDIN
THEENGINESOF!-3/),CORPORATELY
OF!-3/),CORPORATELY
sponsored racers,
acers, including Scott
$OUGLAS "OB4EAGUEAND%RIK
B4EAGUEAND%RIK
"UELL2ACING AREAVAILABLETO
everyone.

Applications
ns
$/-).!4/23YNTHETIC2ACING/IL
23YNTHETIC2ACING/IL
is excellent for
or use in racing and
HIGH PERFORMANCEENGINES#HECK
MANCEENGINES#HECK
THEOWNERSMANUALORENGINE
MANUALORENGINE
BUILDERSRECOMMENDATIONSFORTHE
OMMENDATIONSFORTHE
correct viscosity.
osity.

DOMINATOR SAE 60 Synthetic Racing Oil
Stock #

2$14
2$14
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SAPS levels are an important
differentiator in European
SPECIlCATIONS
!-3/),MAKESITEASYBYCLEARLYDElNING3!03
LEVELSINITS%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULALINE

Matt Erickson | TECHNICAL PRODUCT MANAGER – PASSENGER CAR
4HE-ARCH4ECH4ALKCOLUMN
described how automotive industry
trends and governmental regulations
to reduce exhaust emissions are
forcing sulfated ash, phosphorus
ANDSULFUR3!03 LEVELSINENGINE
OILDOWNWARD3!03ARECOMMON
oil additives that provide desirable
performance properties, including
detergency and protection against
wear and oxidation. But they can also
reduce the performance or longevity
of exhaust treatment devices such
ASDIESELPARTICULATEFILTERS$0&S 
and the three-way catalysts used
in the catalytic converters of newer
GASOLINE POWEREDVEHICLES(IGH
LEVELSOFSULFATEDASHCANCLOG$0&S
and reduce fuel economy and engine
performance, while phosphorus
and sulfur can deactivate catalyst
sites, decreasing the effectiveness
of catalytic converters and allowing
unwanted emissions into the
atmosphere.
2EDUCINGEMISSIONSINTODAYS
smaller, high-horsepower gasolineand diesel-powered engines, while
still protecting their vital operating
components, is a continuing
CHALLENGEFOR/%-SANDLUBRICANT
manufacturers. This is particularly
TRUEBECAUSETHEREISNOONE SIZE
fits-all motor oil when it comes
TO3!03LEVELS4HE%UROPEAN
!UTOMOBILE-ANUFACTURERS
!SSOCIATION!#%! ESTABLISHES
LUBRICANTSTANDARDSFOR%UROPE 
SIMILARTOTHE!MERICAN0ETROLEUM
)NSTITUTE!0) HEREINTHE3TATES
0REVIOUSLYITWASPOSSIBLEFORTHE
same motor oils to be used in
applications calling for different

3!03LEVELSBECAUSETHEREWAS
no lower limit. Until recently, a
LOW 3!03OILCOULDBEUSEDINA
MID 3!03APPLICATION ANDAMID
3!03OILCOULDBEUSEDINAFULL
3!03APPLICATION#URRENT!#%!
specifications create three clearly
DEFINEDCATEGORIESFOR3!03LEVELS
and eliminate backward compatibility.
4HISREQUIREDATHIRD!-3/),
%UROPEANMOTOROILFORMULATIONTO
COVERALLTHREE3!03LEVELSOUTLINED
BY!#%!ANDVEHICLEMANUFACTURERS
4HEBEST3!03LEVELFORAVEHICLE
DEPENDSONSEVERALFACTORS'ASOLINE
and diesel engines with emissions
systems that are sensitive to the
3!03CONTENTOFOILREQUIRELOWER
3!03FORMULATIONSTOPROPERLY
function for a long period of time.
These oils are engineered to the
exacting engine oil specifications
OF!#%!AND%UROPEAN/%-STO
ensure they are compatible with
current emissions systems while
still providing engine protection.
This is very difficult to accomplish
BECAUSEALTHOUGHLOWER3!03LEVELS
provide the best emissions systems
protection, it costs much more to
achieve equal engine protection with
LOW3!03CONTENT,OWER3!03OILS
rely on different properties to provide
proper engine protection, while still
promoting long emissions system life.
!SARESULT AS3!03LEVELSGODOWN 
finished-product pricing goes up.
Not all engines are best served by
LOW ORMID 3!03OILS/LDERVEHICLE
DESIGNSRELYONOILSWITHFULL3!03
content to protect components
properly and usually do not have

advanced emissions systems that
are sensitive to the extra additives.
!DDITIONALLY FUELQUALITYHASAMAJOR
INFLUENCEONTHERECOMMENDED3!03
LEVEL&UELQUALITYVARIESREGIONALLY
and is often related to the ethanol or
sulfur content in gasoline or diesel.
-ANYNEWVEHICLESALSOREQUIREFULL
3!03ENGINEOILSBECAUSETHEYARE
better suited to address those issues.
Because of these changes in
SPECIFICATIONS !-3/),REVAMPEDITS
%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULALINEUP4HE
TWOEXISTINGPRODUCTS %UROPEAN#AR
&ORMULA7 ,OW 3!033YNTHETIC
-OTOR/IL!%, AND%UROPEAN#AR
&ORMULA7 -ID 3!033YNTHETIC
-OTOR/IL!&, NOWHAVEUPDATED
LABELSWITHCLEARLYDEFINED3!03
levels and some specification
REALIGNMENTPERTHENEW%UROPEAN
specs; however, the formulations
remain unchanged. The new
%UROPEAN#AR&ORMULA7 &ULL
3!033YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL%&- IS
ALSOA7 BECAUSETHATVISCOSITY
category continues to be the most
RECOMMENDEDBY%UROPEAN/%-S
3!03LEVELSARENOTANINDICATOR
OFQUALITY!LLTHREE%UROPEAN
#AR&ORMULA3YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL
formulations are premium and deliver
premium-grade performance in
their respective applications. So,
HOWDOYOUKNOWWHICHONETOUSE
!SALWAYS SELECTTHEOILTHATLISTS
the specification recommended by
the vehicle manufacturer and be
CONFIDENTTHATTHEVEHICLESENGINE
and emissions system are protected.
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/.4(%()'(7!9/2).
).
4(%#)49 !-3/),39.4(%4)#
4(%4)#
,5"2)#!.43INCREASE
SE FUEL
ECONOMY).$)%3%,
425#+).'!00,)#!4)/.3
.3

HIGHWAY

6.54%
Fuel
Increase in y
Econom

CITY

3.15%

Fuel
Increase in y
Econom

,AST$ECEMBER !-3/),PUBLISHEDTHE$IESEL&LEET
&LEET
&UEL%CONOMY3TUDY' WHICHDEMONSTRATED
ATED
THAT!-3/),SYNTHETICDRIVETRAINLUBRICANTSINCREASE
EASE
on-highway fuel economy in short- and medium-haul
m-haul
DIESELTRUCKINGAPPLICATIONSPERCENTCOMPARED
ARED
to conventional lubricants. The study attracted a great
asive
deal of attention and provided Dealers a persuasive
Y
SALESTOOLFORmEETSACCUMULATINGPREDOMINANTLY
highway miles.
To further strengthen its position in the
diesel market and reach the thousands
of businesses and municipalities with
trucks used in stop-and-go city traflC !-3/),CONDUCTEDADDITIONALFUEL
economy testing.
4HE$IESEL&LEET&UEL%CONOMY3TUDY
IN3TOP AND 'O#ITY$RIVING#ONDITIONS
' DEMONSTRATESTHATTESTVEHICLES
USING!-3/),SYNTHETICDRIVETRAIN
lubricants in place of conventional
lubricants increased fuel economy
PERCENTINCITYDRIVINGCONDITIONS
The two studies form a convincing
case for the all-around fuel economy
BENElTSPROVIDEDBY!-3/),SYNTHETIC
LUBRICANTS6IRTUALLYEVERYDIESELmEETIN
.ORTH!MERICA WHETHERACCUMULATING
predominantly highway miles, city miles or
BOTH CANREALIZESIGNIlCANTCOSTSAVINGS
by switching from conventional drivetrain
LUBRICANTSTO!-3/),SYNTHETICLUBRICANTS

Testing Conducted by Auburn
University
)NCONDUCTINGTHECITYDRIVINGSTUDY PERSONNELFROM!UBURN5NIVERSITYS0ROGRAM
FOR!DVANCED6EHICLE%VALUATION0!6% 
compared fuel consumption in two
NEARLYIDENTICAL&REIGHTLINER®#OLUMBIA
DIESELTRUCKSINACCORDANCEWITHTHE3!%
*&UEL%CONOMY-EASUREMENT4EST
%NGINEERING4YPE FOR"USESAND4RUCKS
Testing was designed to closely replicate
REAL WORLDDRIVINGONCITYSTREETS4HE3!%
*TESTSPRIMARYGOALISTOELIMINATE
all operating and environmental variables
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ENCEFUELECONOMY/NE
THATMAYINmUENCEFUELECONOMY/NE
truck, designated the control vehicle,
OPERATEDUSING#HEVRON® conventional
lubricants throughout the procedure. The
other truck, designated the test vehicle,
WASCOMPAREDUSING!-3/),SYNTHETIC
lubricants.

COMBINEDWEIGHTOF POUNDS4HE
POUNDS4HE
same batch of off-road ultra-low-sulfur
ÏDIESELFUELWASUSEDTHROUGHOUT 
while fuel consumption was recorded to
THENEARESTGALLONBYREMOVINGAND
WEIGHINGEACHTRUCKS GALLONPORTABLE
fuel tank.

4HElRSTTESTSEGMENTWASCONDUCTEDWITH
!-3/),0REMIUM7 3YNTHETIC$IESEL
/IL$%/ INTHETESTVEHICLESENGINE 
while the control vehicle used convenTIONALOILINITSENGINE&ORTHESECONDTEST
segment, the test vehicle also operated
WITH!-3/),,ONG ,IFE3YNTHETIC4RANSMISSION/IL&4& AND,ONG,IFE3YNTHETIC
'EAR,UBE&'2 INTHETRANSMISSIONAND
DIFFERENTIALS INADDITIONTO0REMIUM7
3YNTHETIC$IESEL/ILINITSENGINE

Final Results

Designed to Replicate Real-World
City Conditions
4ESTINGWASCONDUCTEDON!UBURN5NIVERSITYS.ATIONAL#ENTERFOR!SPHALT4ECHNOLOGY.#!4 0AVEMENT4EST4RACKLOCATED
IN/PELIKA !LA)TISA MILECLOSED LOOP
track used to simulate local driving cycles
ONCITYSTREETS%ACHINDIVIDUALRUNTOTALED
THREEMILESATAMAXIMUMSPEEDOF
mph with approximately two stops per
mile, which closely replicates the conditions of delivery vehicles, road maintenance equipment and other vehicles
commonly used for city driving.
The test and control vehicles each pulled
IDENTICAL FOOTTRAILERSLOADEDWITH
concrete weights to produce a gross

4HElNALRESULTSREVEALTHATSWITCHINGFROM
CONVENTIONALENGINEOILTO!-3/),0REMIUM7 3YNTHETIC$IESEL/ILRESULTED
INAFUELECONOMYIMPROVEMENTOF
PERCENT)NADDITIONTOTHEENGINE SWITCHing the transmission and front and rear
DIFFERENTIALSTO!-3/),,ONG ,IFE3YNTHETIC
4RANSMISSION/ILAND,ONG,IFE3YNTHETIC
'EAR,UBEPROVIDEDANEVENGREATERFUEL
ECONOMYINCREASEOFPERCENT

7HO"ENEÚTS
4HEFUELECONOMYBENElTSDEMONSTRATED
INTHISSTUDYCANPROVIDESIGNIlCANTCOST
savings for a variety of businesses and
municipalities that use diesel applications
in city driving conditions, including the
following:

p"EVERAGEDISTRIBUTORS
p5TILITYCOMPANIES
p&UELOILNATURALGASPROVIDERS
p2OADMAINTENANCEÛEETS
p$ELIVERYSERVICES
p2EFUSEHAULINGCOMPANIES

F I E L D

S T U D Y
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L D

Stock # Qty.

U.S.

Can.

'
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Can.
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OR IN THE CITY,
ON THE HIGHWAY
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AMSOIL SYNTHETIC
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APPL
%
KING
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6.54
HIGHWAY

in Fuel
Increase
y
Econom
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ANNUAL SAVIN
K
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%
3.15

in Fuel
Increase
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of Diesel
in Stop-a Fleet Fuel Ec
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nd-Go
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omy comp
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transmiss
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4HE$IESEL&LEET&UEL%CONOMY
(ANDOUT' HASBEEN
revised to cover the highlights of
both studies.

THE SWITCH TO SYNTHETIC

The greatest increase in city fuel economy
OCCURSWHENCHANGINGATRUCKSENGINE 
TRANSMISSIONANDDIFFERENTIALSTO!-3/),
synthetic lubricants. But even just
switching from conventional
JUST OIL
ENGINEOILTO!-3/),7 
%
0REMIUM3YNTHETIC$IESEL/IL
el
Fu
Increase in y
results in a 2.38% increase
Econom
in fuel economy.

2 .38

SYNTHETIC

in city fuel economy
The greatest increase a truck’s engine,
occurs when changing
differentials to AMSOIL
transmission and
But even just
synthetic lubricants.
switching from conventional
5W-40
engine oil to AMSOIL
JUST OIL
Diesel
%
Premium Synthetic
in Fuel
Oil results in a 2.38%
Increase
y
economy.
Econom
increase in fuel

2.38

in fuel economy
miles/yr. and an increaseBased on aver* Based on 31,200
mpg (3.15% increase).
from 6 mpg to 6.19
diesel fuel price.
age U.S. on-highway

Stock #

Qty.

U.S.

Can.

'







in fuel
miles/yr. and an increase
** Based on 120,000
(6.54% increase).
mpg to 6.39 mpg
economy from 6
diesel fuel price.
U.S. on-highway
Based on average
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All-Around Champion
4EAM!-3/),OFF ROADRACER"RAD,OVELLWINSÚRST4/2#TITLE 
Ultra 4 championship
4WENTY lVEYEARSAGO "RAD,OVELLWASJUST
a passenger, bouncing around in the back
SEATOFHISFATHERS&ORD"RONCOASTHEFAMILY
TREKKEDACROSSTHEBACKWOODSOF#OLORADO
Those family camping trips turned into a
lifelong passion for Lovell, as he has spent
more than a decade tackling the toughest
off-road trails in the country.
These days, Lovell is no longer merely
ALONGFORTHERIDE!FTERWINNINGSIXSTRAIGHT
season championships in the world of rock
crawling, he has become one of the most
accomplished off-road racers in the world,
winning in the desert, over rocks, up hillclimbs
and, now, in short-course racing.
!S3EPTEMBERCAMETOACLOSE SODIDTHE
4RAXXAS4/2#3ERIESPRESENTEDBY
!-3/),SEASON)TMARKEDTHETHIRDYEARTHAT
,OVELLLINED UPINTHEULTRA COMPETITIVE0RO
,IGHTCLASS&ROMAHUMBLESTARTIN TO
WHATWOULDBEACAREER DElNINGWEEKEND 
Lovell culminated a season of consistency
ANDSPECTACULARDRIVINGTOEARNHISlRST4/2#
championship over defending champion
!NDREW#ADDELL
h7EDIDANAMAZINGTHING vSAID,OVELL 
adding that a team with “a bunch of rock
donkeys, a drag racer and a stock broker
WONITÐ)NALLHONESTY THEEFFORTTOPULLTHISOFF
ISNEARLYUNFATHOMABLE-YFAMILY THETEAM 
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our sponsors, volunteers and everyone who
helped us at the track - they are the ones
WHOWONTHISANDSHOULDBEPROUD!BIG
THANKSGOESOUTTO!-3/), WHOTOOKAHUGE
GAMBLEONUSANDWEPULLEDITOFFv
4HETEAMSlRST4/2#0RO,IGHT
championship culminated an outstanding
YEARFOR,OVELL WHOHEADEDTOTHE4/2#
lNALEIN#ALIFORNIAFRESHOFFTHEHEELSOF
WINNINGTHE5LTRA0RO#HAMPIONSHIPWITH
HISBROTHER 2OGER ONLYAWEEKEARLIERIN3ALT
,AKE#ITY%XTREMELYVERSATILE ,OVELLRELIED
on his years of experience to handle the Utah
course that provided a combination of rock
racing and short course action, placing fourth
in the main and locking up the title.
h!FEWYEARSAGO WEKNEWTHAT"RAD
could drive the wheels off anything he was
STRAPPEDINTO vSAID!-3/),2ACE0ROGRAM
-ANAGER*EREMY-EYERh(EHASSOMUCH
RESPECTFROMTHEOTHERTEAMSIN4/2# AND
he also has the drive to be the best driver on
THETRACK(ISISTHEPERFECTTALEOFHOWHARD
WORKANDDEDICATIONTOONESCRAFTCANLEAD
TOGREATTHINGSv
4HE4/2#3ERIESAIRSITSRACING REALITY
SHOW 4HE/FF 2OAD#HAMPIONSHIP ON30%%$
46EVERY3UNDAYAFTERNOON&ORACOMPLETE
schedule, visit www.amsoilracing.com.

B

N THE

X

WITH JEREMY MEYER

The AMSOIL Racing Department
unveiled some big news in
October by announcing the title
sponsorship of AMA Arenacross.
What might go unnoticed in the
announcement is that AMSOIL
also receives naming rights to
the Amateur National Arenacross
Championship (ANAC).
Together, that’s one amazing
advertising package put together
by our partners at Feld Motor
Sports®. The great thing about
title sponsoring both AMSOIL
Arenacross and ANAC is that
many great riders will go through
the racing ranks under an
AMSOIL banner.
Amateur racers will get their
starts competing at both Loretta
Lynn’s and ANAC, move into
the tight quarters of AMSOIL
Arenacross and, with hard work
and a fast bike, be featured
players in Monster Energy
Supercross, where AMSOIL is
THE%XCLUSIVE/FÚCIAL/IL
The evolution of Supercross starts
early, and AMSOIL will be there
to support tomorrow’s stars today.
That should not go unnoticed.

Snocross Gets New TV Home

New season begins with news of enhanced television deal
4HE!-3/),#HAMPIONSHIP
Snocross season is right around the
CORNERASPREPARATIONFORTHE!-3/),
$ULUTH.ATIONALISINHIGHGEAR!S
THENEWSEASONCLOSESIN THESPORTS
SANCTIONINGBODY 4HE)NTERNATIONAL3ERIES
OF#HAMPIONS)3/# ANNOUNCEDTHAT
#"33PORTS.ETWORKISTHENEWBROADCAST
PARTNERFORTHE SEASON

The broadcasts will feature a behindthe-scenes look at the best snowmobile
racers in the world, as well as bar-to-bar
racing action from each of the
RACEWEEKENDS
4EAM!-3/),STARS2OBBIE-ALINOSKI 
2OSS-ARTINAND$ARRIN-EESALLlNISHED
LASTSEASONINTHETOPFOUR-ALINOSKI

AND-EESWILLHAVECOMPANYINTHEIR
Scheuring Speed Sports trailer this
season as the top team in snocross
added defending champion Tim
Tremblay to the roster.
4HE!-3/),$ULUTH.ATIONALSTARTSTHE
&RIDAYAFTER4HANKSGIVING$AY#ATCHALL
the action at www.amsoilracing.com.

AMSOIL Becomes Title Sponsor of Arenacross
!-3/),HASSIGNEDATHREE YEARDEAL
to become the name-in-title sponsor of
THENEWLYNAMED!-3/),!RENACROSS
SERIES!RENACROSSISTHEWORLDSPREMIER
form of enclosed off-road motorcycle
racing, providing captivating competition
on one-of-a-kind, man-made dirt
LAYOUTSlLLEDWITHJUMPS TURNSANDOTHER
challenging obstacles.
!-3/),BECAMETHE/FlCIAL/ILOF
!RENACROSSPRIORTOTHESEASON 
receiving unprecedented exposure
in a new demographic and further
strengthening its strong ties to motorcycle
RACING!-3/),ISALSOANOFlCIALSPONSOR
OF-ONSTER%NERGY!-!3UPERCROSS THE
-ONSTER%NERGY#UPANDTHE'%)#/
!-3/),(ONDA3UPERCROSSMOTOCROSS
team that features star racers Kevin

7INDHAM *USTIN"ARCIAAND%LI4OMAC
h"EINGPARTOF!RENACROSSFORTHEPAST
couple of seasons has really opened
our eyes to the excitement the sport has
TOOFFER vSAID!-3/),2ACE0ROGRAM
-ANAGER*EREMY-EYERh&ROMTHETIME
these kids begin their amateur careers
UNTILTHEYMOVEUPTO!RENACROSSAND
INTO3UPERCROSS !-3/),HASAGREAT
opportunity to work with them every step
OFTHEWAY7ECANTWAITFORTHESTARTOF
!-3/),!RENACROSSIN*ANUARYv
4HECOMPANYSPRESENCEATTHERACES
will be stronger than ever, with increased
track signage – highlighted by the new
!-3/),!RENACROSSLOGOnASWELLAS
full integration into the championship.
4HE!-3/),LOGOWILLBEFULLYVISIBLEBY
both race attendees and viewers who
TUNEINTOTHE30%%$
broadcasts.

!-3/),WILLHAVESTRONGREPRESENTATION
ATALLROUNDSOFTHESEASON 
showcasing its premium products to both
fans and racers.
h7EAREEXCITEDTOHAVE!-3/),ON BOARD
ASOURNAME IN TITLESPONSOR vSAID&ELD
-OTOR3PORTS®6ICE0RESIDENTOF4WO7HEEL
/PERATIONS4ODD*ENDROh3INCE!-3/),
BECAMETHE/FlCIAL/ILOF!RENACROSSBACK
IN THEYHAVEPROVIDEDTREMENDOUS
SUPPORTFORTHISCAPTIVATINGSPORT7ITHTHEIR
commitment to sponsor the championship
FORTHENEXTTHREEYEARSANDMORETHAN
years of heritage in motorsports, there is
NODOUBT!-3/),WILLHELP!RENACROSS
continue to surge in
PROMINENCEv

2013 ARENACROSS SCHEDULE
JANUARY 4-6n$#5#ENTERn7ORCESTER -ASS
JANUARY 11-13n&IRST-ARINER!RENAn"ALTIMORE -D
JANUARY 18-20n6AN!NDEL!RENAn'RAND2APIDS -ICH
JANUARY 26-27n"/+#ENTERn4ULSA /KLA
FEBRUARY 1-3n#EDAR0ARK#ENTERn#EDAR0ARK 4EXAS
FEBRUARY 8-10n-OHEGAN3UN!RENAn7ILKES

"ARRE 0A
FEBRUARY 16-17n6ERIZON!RENAn,ITTLE2OCK !RK
FEBRUARY 23-24n).42534"ANK!RENAn7ICHITA +AN
MARCH 2-3n3PRINT#ENTERn+ANSAS#ITY -O
MARCH 15-17n$ENVER#OLISEUMn$ENVER #OLO
MAY 5n3AM"OYD3OUTH0OINT!RENAn,AS6EGAS .EV

TYLER BOWERS
2012 AX CHAMPION

See www.amsoilracing.com for a television schedule.
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Holiday Closings
4HE%DMONTON$ISTRIBUTION#ENTERWILLBECLOSED
-ONDAY .OVEMBERFOR2EMEMBRANCE$AY
4HE!-3/),CORPORATEHEADQUARTERSAND53
distribution centers will be closed Thursday,
.OVEMBERFOR4HANKSGIVING$AY

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Preferred Customer Wholesale Purchasing

"EYOUROWNBOSS&ULL TIMEORPART TIME AN!-3/),$EALERSHIPISTHE
IDEALBUSINESSOPPORTUNITY.OQUOTASTOlLL.OINVENTORYREQUIREMENTS
#ONTACTYOURSPONSORING$EALERORSEETHE0REFERRED#USTOMER:ONEFOR
MOREINFORMATION4OUPGRADETO$EALER CLICKTHEh/PPORTUNITIESvLINKAT
THETOPOFWWWAMSOILCOMWHILELOGGEDINTOTHE0REFERRED#USTOMER
:ONE ORORDERORDOWNLOADA#HANGEOF3TATUS&ORM'53INTHE
53 '5#IN#ANADA FROMTHE0REFERRED#USTOMER:ONE

2ETAILLOCATIONSCARRYING!-3/),PRODUCTSCANNOT
PROVIDETHEMATWHOLESALETO!-3/),0REFERRED
#USTOMERS0REFERRED#USTOMERSCANPURCHASE
!-3/),PRODUCTSATWHOLESALEPRICESFROMEITHER
THEIRSERVICING$EALERSORDIRECTLYFROM!-3/),
).#4OORDER CALL   ORLOGINTOTHE
!CCOUNT:ONEATWWWAMSOILCOM

Diesel Recovery Gallons Available at Reduced Pricing
,IMITEDSUPPLIESOF$IESEL2ECOVERY$2# ONE GALLONBOTTLESAREAVAILABLEATREDUCEDPRICING
!-3/),WILLNOTACCEPTRETURNSONTHISSALE PRICED DISCONTINUEDPACKAGESIZE$IESEL2ECOVERY
ISSTILLAVAILABLEIN OUNCEBOTTLES
$IESEL2ECOVERYQUICKLYANDEFFECTIVELYDISSOLVESTHEWAXCRYSTALSTHATFORMWHENDIESELFUEL
SURPASSESITSCLOUDPOINT)TLIQUElESGELLEDDIESELFUEL THAWSFROZENFUELlLTERSANDREDUCESTHE
NEEDFORANEWlLTER SAVINGMONEYANDALLOWINGTHEOPERATORTOCONTINUEDRIVINGWITHMINIMAL
DOWNTIME$IESEL2ECOVERYPERFORMSWELLINALLDIESELFUELS INCLUDING5,3$ OFF ROADANDBIOdiesel and is alcohol-free and non-corrosive.

Diesel Recovery
Wt.
Lbs.

Comm.
Credits

$2#' %! GALLON

$2#' #! GALLONS 




Stock #

Units Pkg./Size

Cold-Temperature Storage
Recommendations
Because cold-temperature storage can
be detrimental to the performance of
SOME!-3/),PRODUCTS !-3/),OFFERS
the following storage recommendations:
Lubricants: Store at temperatures at least
&ABOVETHELUBRICANTSPOURPOINT
Greases: Store in a dry environment at
TEMPERATURESATLEAST&ABOVETHE
GREASESLOWESTOPERATINGTEMPERATURE
Gasoline Additives, Engine and Transmission Flush: No adverse issues with
cold-temperature storage.
Diesel Concentrate, Cetane Boost,
Diesel Recovery: No adverse issues with
cold-temperature storage.
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Reduced U.S. U.S. Sugg.
Acct.
Acct. Comm.
Wholesale
Retail Cash Comm. Credits













Diesel Cold Flow Improver, Diesel
Concentrate Plus Cold Flow Improver:
3TOREATTEMPERATURESABOVE&
Brake Fluids: Do not store at temperatures
BELOW &FORLONGERTHANTWOWEEKS
Heavy Duty Metal Protector, Metal
Protector, Power Foam, Fogging Oil,
Silicone Spray: No adverse issues with
cold-temperature storage as long as products are allowed to warm to room temperature before use.
Miracle Wash®: 7ILLFREEZEBELOW&
#ANBETHAWEDFORUSE
Mothers products: Store at temperatures
ABOVEFREEZING
®

Antifreeze and Engine Coolant: 7ILLNOT
FREEZE.OADVERSEISSUESWITHCOLD TEMperature storage.
Coolant Boost: 3TOREABOVE&
Slip Lock®: No adverse issues with coldTEMPERATURESTORAGE)FPRODUCTSEPARATES 
heat to room temperature and shake well
before use.

4HEINTRODUCTIONOF!-3/),EXTENDED DRAINSYNTHETIC
motor oils set all-new standards for motor oil quality.
!-3/),SYNTHETICMOTOROILOUTPERFORMEDCONVENTIONAL
PETROLEUMMOTOROILSONALLCOUNTS)TWASCLEARFROMTHE
start that this innovative product would play a major role
in engine performance and engine life.
Today, virtually every other oil manufacturer has followed
THE!-3/),LEADWITHSYNTHETICMOTOROILSOFTHEIROWN
.OTONE HOWEVER CANMATCH!-3/),EXPERIENCEAND
innovation, nor provide the convenience and cost savings
OF!-3/),  MILEOILCHANGES

Some lead. Others follow.

Online Store: www.amsoil.com
Telephone: 1-800-777-7094

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
Published 12 times annually

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
AMSOIL

Jeff Fisher
866-292-4700
www.SyntheticOils.us

Filtration Solutions

WE HONOR

(Discover in U.S. only)

!-3/),).# 4OWER!VE 3UPERIOR 7)s  s0RINTEDIN53!
Æ !-3/),).#!LLRIGHTSRESERVED4HE!-3/),LOGOISAREGISTEREDTRADEMARKOF!-3/),).#

Minimum 10%
Post-Consumer Fiber

www.amsoil.com

.OVEMBER

New 2013 Calendars Available Mid-November

4HENEW!-3/),CALENDARFEATURES!-3/),PRODUCTS
ANDTHEIRBENElTS4HEFULL COLOR
calendar also includes informaTIONON!-3/),).#ANDTHELIST
OF!-3/),lRSTS
Stock #

Qty.

' %! 
' #! 

U.S.

Can.







#ALENDARSALSOSUBJECTTO
SHIPPINGCHARGES7ATCHTHE
0REFERRED#USTOMER:ONEFORAN
announcement of availability.

